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We present the strongest constraints to date on anisotropies of cosmic microwave background (CMB)
polarization rotation derived from 150 GHz data taken by the BICEP2 & Keck Array CMB experiments up
to and including the 2014 observing season (BK14). The definition of the polarization angle in BK14 maps
has gone through self-calibration in which the overall angle is adjusted to minimize the observed TB and
EB power spectra. After this procedure, the QU maps lose sensitivity to a uniform polarization rotation but
are still sensitive to anisotropies of polarization rotation. This analysis places constraints on the anisotropies
of polarization rotation, which could be generated by CMB photons interacting with axionlike pseudoscalar
fields or Faraday rotation induced by primordial magnetic fields. The sensitivity of BK14 maps
(∼3 μK-arc min) makes it possible to reconstruct anisotropies of the polarization rotation angle and
measure their angular power spectrum much more precisely than previous attempts. Our data are found to
be consistent with no polarization rotation anisotropies, improving the upper bound on the amplitude of the
rotation angle spectrum by roughly an order of magnitude compared to the previous best constraints.
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Our results lead to an order of magnitude better constraint on the coupling constant of the Chern-Simons
electromagnetic term gaγ ≤ 7.2 × 10−2 =H I (95% confidence) than the constraint derived from the B-mode
spectrum, where H I is the inflationary Hubble scale. This constraint leads to a limit on the decay constant
of 10−6 ≲ f a =M pl at mass range of 10−33 ≤ ma ≤ 10−28 eV for r ¼ 0.01, assuming gaγ ∼ α=ð2πf a Þ with α
denoting the fine structure constant. The upper bound on the amplitude of the primordial magnetic fields is
30 nG (95% confidence) from the polarization rotation anisotropies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.102003

I. INTRODUCTION
The BICEP/Keck Array (BK) program has been making
deep observations of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) polarization at the South Pole. The 150 GHz data
taken through 2014 (BK14) have been used to constrain
primordial gravitational waves (GWs) to r < 0.07 (95% confidence, including Planck and WMAP) [1] and to detect
gravitational lensing with high significance [2].
In addition to GWs and lensing, CMB polarization can
also be used to test various theories of physics beyond the
Standard Model. Measurements of the polarization rotation
angle are known to be a unique probe of new physics
containing pseudoscalar fields coupled with photons
through the Chern-Simons term [3–9]:
L⊃

gaγ a
F F~ μν :
4 μν

ð1Þ

Here, a is a pseudoscalar field, gaγ is corresponding
coupling constant, Fμν is the electromagnetic field, and
F~ μν is the dual of Fμν (for review, see, e.g., Ref. [10] and
references therein). The existence of the above pseudoscalar fields, also known as axionlike particles, is a generic
prediction of string theory, and detection or any constraints
on these fields can provide valuable implications for
fundamental physics. The presence of the above pseudoscalar fields leads to cosmic birefringence, in which the
CMB polarization angle is rotated by
α¼

Δagaγ
;
2

ð2Þ

where Δa is the change of the pseudoscalar fields along the
photons’ trajectory between the observer and recombination (e.g., Ref. [6]). Fluctuations in Δa, as some models
predict, lead to spatial variations in α (e.g., Refs. [8,11–
13]). If the pseudoscalar field is effectively massless during
inflation, the power spectrum of the fluctuations of
the pseudoscalar field has a scale-invariant spectrum.
Reference [8] shows that the power spectrum of α induced
by these fluctuations is given as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HI gaγ
LðL þ 1ÞCαα
L
¼
;
2π
4π

ð3Þ

in the large-scale limit (L ≲ 100). Here, HI is the inflationary Hubble parameter. Henceforth, we use L for the
multipoles of α and l for the CMB E and B modes.
The measurements of the rotation angle can also be used
to probe primordial magnetic fields (PMFs) through the
Faraday rotation of CMB polarization [14,15]. In the largescale limit (L ≲ 100), nearly scale-invariant PMFs lead
to [16,17]
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

−2 

B1 Mpc
LðLþ1ÞCαα
ν
L
−4
¼ 1.9×10
:
150 GHz
2π
1 nG

ð4Þ

The rotation angle from PMFs depends on the observing
frequency. Compared to the BK14 150 GHz data, the BK14
95 GHz data have larger noise and lower angular resolution,
and the 150 GHz data from BK14 place the strongest
constraints on PMFs. Thus, we use the 150 GHz data in
the following analysis. If we were to detect a rotation signal,
then we would look for the same signal at 95 GHz to test
whether it has the correct wavelength dependence for
Faraday rotation.
The polarization rotation effect modifies the pattern of
the CMB polarization map and leads to mixing of E and B
modes. Since E modes at last scattering are much brighter
than the B mode, this effect is mostly characterized by
leakage from E to B modes. The rotation-induced B mode
is proportional to αE, so the rotation angle may be
measured from the correlation of E and B modes.
Because temperature is correlated with E modes, the
rotation angle may also be measured from temperature-B
correlation. These effects are the same for any sources of
the rotation. Using EB and/or temperature-B correlations,
the uniform polarization rotation angle has been constrained by several groups including WMAP [18],
BICEP1 [19], and Planck [20] (see also Refs. [21,22]).
The current best constraints are limited by the accuracy of
absolute detector polarization angle calibration.
Inhomogeneities in pseudoscalar fields and/or PMFs
produce anisotropies of the rotation angle [8,17,23]. If
the polarization angle is anisotropic, the correlation
between E and rotation-induced B modes determined at
each small patch is also anisotropic. In Fourier space,
different Fourier modes of E and B modes correlate. Thus,
the anisotropy of the polarization rotation is extracted
through the mode coupling between E and B modes.
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The angular power spectrum of the extracted anisotropic
rotation is the four-point correlation of E and B modes and
can be reconstructed from the EBEB trispectrum measurement [24]. Compared to a uniform rotation, measurements of the anisotropic rotation angle are insensitive to the
accuracy of the overall rotation angle. There already exist
constraints on the cosmic birefringence anisotropies from
the CMB. Reference [12] presents constraints on anisotropies of the cosmic birefringence using the TBTB trispectrum of WMAP7 data, while Refs. [25–30] used two-point
correlation. The most stringent constraints prior to this
paper were published by POLARBEAR [31].
In this paper, we use a similar method to improve
constraints on the rotation anisotropies using polarization
maps made by BK.
II. DATA AND SIMULATIONS
We use the same data set described in Refs. [1,2]:
BICEP/ Keck Array maps which coadd all data taken up
to and including the 2014 observing season—we refer to
these as the BK14 maps. In this work, we use the 150 GHz
Q=U maps. These have a depth of 3.0 μK-arc min
over an effective area of ∼395 deg2 , centered on RA 0h,
Dec. −57.5 deg.
We reuse the standard sets of simulations described in
Ref. [1] and previous papers: lensed CMB signal-only
simulations [denoted by “lensed-Lambda Cold-DarkMatter (ΛCDM)”] with input lensed maps generated by
LENSPIX [32], instrumental noise, and dust foreground,
each having 499 realizations. The details of the CMB signal
and noise simulations are given in Sec. V of Ref. [33], and
the dust simulations are described in Sec. IV A of Ref. [34]
and Appendix E of Ref. [1]. In addition, we also generate
random fields of anisotropic rotation maps, αðn̂Þ, on the full
sky (where n̂ denotes a position on the sphere) of which the
power spectrum is described by
LðL þ 1Þ αα
CL ¼ ACB × 10−4 ½rad2 ;
2π

ð5Þ

with varying ACB . Since previous constraints on the cosmic
birefringence anisotropies are derived based on this spectrum, our result can be directly compared with the previous
studies (see, e.g., Refs. [8,12,31]).
The simulated full-sky CMB maps are rotated by αðn̂Þ
before beam smoothing according to
½Q0  iU0 ðn̂Þ ¼ e2iαðn̂Þ ½Q  iUðn̂Þ:

ð6Þ

As described in Ref. [35], we simulate observed maps by
multiplying the BK14 observing matrix with the rotated
maps. We denote these maps as “rotated-ΛCDM”
simulations. The rotated-ΛCDM, instrumental noise, and
dust simulated maps are then combined to estimate the
transfer function, mean-field bias, disconnected bias, and

the uncertainties of the power spectrum of reconstructed α.
The reconstructed rotation power can then be compared
against lensed-ΛCDM simulations under the null hypothesis to evaluate statistical uncertainties.
To properly include cosmic variance from α, rotatedΛCDM simulations must be used. To our knowledge, this
has not been done in previous papers, in which unrotated
simulations are used to calculate uncertainties [12,31]). In
this paper, we present the test of the null hypothesis using
the lensed-ΛCDM simulations to compare our measurements with prior attempts and also show constraints on the
anisotropic polarization rotation with the rotated-ΛCDM
simulations.
III. ANALYSIS
The rotation angle anisotropies can be reconstructed
from the off-diagonal mode-mode covariance within, and
between, the E and B modes. An estimator of αðn̂Þ has a
quadratic form similar to the lensing estimator [24,36]. The
power spectrum of the anisotropic rotation angle Cαα
L can be
obtained by squaring the rotation estimator. Here, we
describe the method used to reconstruct the anisotropic
rotation angle from the BK14 polarization maps, to
calculate the rotation spectrum, and to evaluate the amplitudes of the resulting spectra. The details and verification of
our analysis method are described in Ref. [37].
Under the flat-sky approximation, the CMB E and B
modes are given by
Z
El  iBl ¼ − d2 n̂e−in̂·l ½Q  iUðn̂Þe∓2iφl ; ð7Þ
where φl is the angle of l measured from the Stokes
Q axis. From Eq. (6), the rotated CMB E and B modes are
given by [24]
E0l

Z
¼ El þ

d2 L
2αL
ð2πÞ2

× ½El−L cos 2ðφl−L − φl Þ þ Bl−L sin 2ðφl−L − φl Þ
ð8Þ
B0l ¼ Bl þ

Z

d2 L
2αL
ð2πÞ2

× ½El−L sin 2ðφl−L − φl Þ − Bl−L cos 2ðφl−L − φl Þ:
ð9Þ
Up to first order in the anisotropic part of α, the rotationinduced off-diagonal elements of the covariance are [24]
hE0l B0L−l iCMB ¼ wαL;l αL ;

ð10Þ

where h  iCMB denotes the ensemble average with a fixed
realization of α and the weight function is
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~ EE
wαL;l ¼ 2C
l cos 2ðφl − φL−l Þ;

ð11Þ

~ EE
where C
l is the lensed E-mode power spectrum. The term
originating from the lensing B mode is ignored since the
improvement of the sensitivity to the polarization rotation
anisotropies by the inclusion of this term is negligible [31].
Similar to the lensing reconstruction, the quadratic estimator of α is constructed as a convolution of the E and B
modes with the weight function of Eq. (11) [24]. The only
difference between the reconstruction of α and the lensing
potential, ϕ, is the weight function. Similar to the lensing
analysis, we use E and B modes obtained from the matrixbased E − B separation technique as described in Ref. [35]
to avoid E-to-B leakage.
From the reconstructed α, the rotation spectrum is
estimated in the same way as the lensing spectrum shown
in Ref. [2]. The disconnected bias is estimated with the
realization-dependent method [37], which is more accurate
than simulation-based subtraction [38] and also mitigates
the off-diagonal elements of covariance [39].
To quantify the constraints on polarization rotation
anisotropies, we estimate the amplitude for the reconstructed rotation spectrum [2]
P
b wb Ab
ÂCB ¼ P
;
ð12Þ
b wb
where Ab ¼ Cb =Cfid
b is an amplitude relative to a fiducial
power spectrum at each multipole bin, b. The coefficients
wb are defined as
X
−1 fid
Cfid
ð13Þ
wb ¼
b Covbb0 Cb0 ;

(see Ref. [2]). In addition to the baseline analysis, we also
show the cases with different choices of CMB multipole
ranges used for the rotation angle reconstruction and the
case without a dust component. We calculate the χ 2
probability to exceed (PTE) for the baseline analysis and
each variant analysis against the null hypothesis. For the
baseline case, the χ 2 PTE is found to be 0.25. The χ 2 PTEs
for other cases are in the range between 0.18 and 0.59.
These results indicate that the reconstructed spectrum is
consistent with the null hypothesis irrespective of the
choice of the multipole range and the inclusion of dust
in the simulations. Figure 1 indicates that, to constrain the
model of Eq. (5), the largest-scale multipole bin is the most
important. One advantage of BK14 data is the capability of
measuring such large scales.
Figure 2 shows the histogram of ÂCB for each realization
of the null (lensed ΛCDM þ noise þ dust) simulations.
The observed ÂCB is shown as the vertical solid line and is
consistent with the null hypothesis. The rotation spectrum
amplitude is estimated from Eq. (12). We also show the
histogram obtained from the POLARBEAR analysis [40],
which leads to ACB < 3.1 at 95% confidence (ignoring the
cosmic variance from α). The statistical uncertainties for
BK14 are an order of magnitude smaller. The histogram
obtained in this work is skewed because the constraint on
ACB is mostly determined by the largest-scale multipoles
where the PDF of the power spectrum becomes a chisquared distribution.

b0

and the power spectrum covariance Covbb0 is estimated
from the lensed- and rotated-ΛCDM þ noise þ dust simulations for evaluating the null hypothesis and constraining
ACB , respectively. The fiducial rotation spectrum Cfid
b
corresponds to ACB ¼ 1.
In the reconstruction from the rotated-ΛCDM simulations, even after the subtraction of a disconnected bias,
there exists a non-negligible correction from the secondary
contraction at smaller scales [37]. As detailed in Ref. [37],
the secondary contraction of the EBEB trispectrum
(N1 term) is proportional to the signal, so we include this
term for estimating ÂCB . On the other hand, the lensinginduced trispectrum is negligibly small for BK14 data [37].
IV. RECONSTRUCTED SPECTRUM
Figure 1 shows the power spectrum of the reconstructed
rotation angle from BK14 data. In the baseline analysis, we
use CMB multipoles between l ¼ 30 and 700 but remove
B modes for multipoles l < 150, which significantly
reduces the large-scale dust foreground contamination

FIG. 1. Angular power spectrum of rotation anisotropies
measured from BK14 real data using the standard lensedΛCDM þ noise þ dust simulation to obtain the power spectrum
and uncertainties. In addition to the baseline analysis, we also
show cases with different choices of the CMB multipole range
used for the rotation angle reconstruction and a case without the
inclusion of the dust simulation. We group the multipoles up to
700 into 10 bins. The solid line shows the scale-invariant
spectrum of Eq. (5) with ACB ¼ 1.
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FIG. 2. Histogram of rotation spectrum amplitude ÂCB from
BK14 data. The blue histogram shows the results from the
standard ΛCDM simulations, while the green histogram shows
the POLARBEAR result [40]. The blue vertical line shows the
value from the observed spectrum.

V. COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
To obtain a constraint on ACB , we next apply the direct
likelihood method of Ref. [41] to ACB . We run simulations
with a varying overall amplitude of the input scale-invariant
spectrum up to ACB ¼ 1.5 to obtain the distribution of ÂCB
for each value of the input ACB . The posterior distribution
for the amplitude parameter ACB is obtained from this direct
likelihood by assuming a flat prior on ACB for ACB ≤ 1.5.
The resulting constraint is ACB ≤ 0.33 at 95% confidence
and is the best constraint on cosmic birefringence anisotropies to date.
Using Eq. (3), this ACB constraint can be translated into
constraints on coupling between axionlike particles and
photons,
gaγ ≤

7.2 × 10−2
:
HI

ð14Þ

This is at least an order of magnitude better than the
constraint from Ref. [6], which obtains gaγ HI ≲ 1.
The constraint above leads to implications for axionlike
particles with a small mass as discussed in, e.g., Ref. [10].
In general, if axionlike particles have a mass, ma , the field
value perturbation starts to oscillate when the Hubble
friction becomes inefficient as similar to the uniform value.
The change of the field value in Eq. (2), and equivalently
the polarization rotation angle, is significantly suppressed
after the oscillation. Thus, the polarization rotation anisotropies are generated if the oscillation of the axionlike
particles starts after recombination (t ¼ trec ). Since the
time of the transition to oscillation is given by
Hðtosc Þ ∼ ma , the mass range of the axionlike particles is
ma ¼ 10−33 − 10−28 eV where the lower limit comes from

ma ∼ H0 and the upper bound comes from ma ∼ Hðtrec Þ.
The string axion generally predicts such a mass spectrum.
According to Fig. 2 of Ref. [42], the constraint on gaγ
presented above is much tighter than other experiments at
ma ¼ 10−33 − 10−28 if the tensor-to-scalar ratio is r ∼ 0.01.
The coupling constant is related to the decay constant f a
as gaγ ¼ ðα=2πÞCaγ =fa where α is the fine structure
constant and Caγ is a model-dependent dimensionless
coupling. The typical value of Caγ is Oð1Þ. The value of
the decay constant in string theory models is typically
f a ∼ 1016 GeV (e.g., the model-independent axion in
heterotic string theory and M-theory axiverse) but could
be f a ≲ Mpl (type IIB theory) with Mpl denoting the Planck
energy scale [10]. Our constraint tightens the allowed
region of f a for string axions with a mass within the
above mass range. For example, if r ∼ 0.01 and Caγ ∼ 1, we
obtain HI ∼ 10−5 M pl , and the allowed range becomes
10−6 ≲ f a =Mpl ≲ 1. In the near future, measurement of
polarization rotation from CMB-S41 would further improve
the lower bound by ∼4–5 orders of magnitude compared to
our results, and significantly constrain f a .
Following Refs. [17,31,43], we can also convert the
above upper bound to the amplitude of the PMFs. The
above result constrains the strength of the scale-invariant
PMFs smoothed over 1 Mpc to B1 Mpc ≤ 30 nG, which is
roughly three times better than that obtained from the
previous best constraints on the polarization rotation (note
that other statistics such as the POLARBEAR BB spectrum
at high l can further tighten the magnetic-field constraint
compared to the trispectrum constraint presented here).
Note that a BB spectrum is also generated by the
anisotropies of the cosmic birefringence through conversion from E to B modes. The BK14 BB spectrum is,
however, less sensitive to cosmic polarization rotation
anisotropies than Cαα
L , and the upper bound on the cosmic
polarization rotation anisotropies using the BB spectrum is
much larger than ACB ≤ 0.33. In other words, the results in
this paper also rule out significant contributions from
cosmic birefringence to BK14’s main BB results, a possibility raised by Ref. [44].
VI. DISCUSSION
The BK14 data have been extensively searched for
possible systematics in previous publications in the power
spectrum and lensing trispectrum. To further test potential
systematic contamination in the measured rotation spectrum, we perform rotation reconstruction on differenced
(“jackknife”) maps and check whether they are consistent
with no polarization rotation (see Ref. [45] for the details of
the jackknife maps). Table I shows the PTE of the χ 2
observed value constructed for these jackknife tests. The
jackknife spectra show no evidence of spurious signals.
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χ2

TABLE I. Probability to exceed a
statistic for the jackknife
tests (see Ref. [45] for definitions of these jackknife splits).
Deck
Scan direction
Tag split
Tile
Phase
Multiplexing column
Alternative deck
Multiplexing row
Tile/deck
Focal plane inner/outer
Tile top/bottom
Tile inner/outer
Moon
A/B offset best/worst

0.822
0.856
0.064
0.285
0.776
0.383
0.567
0.715
0.964
0.375
0.924
0.248
0.375
0.194

coadd them to maps using the nominal detector polarization
angles. We repeat the analysis replacing the standard
ΛCDM signal with this simulation, finding that the change
in the reconstructed power spectrum is <1% of the 1σ
statistical uncertainty in all band powers. Even if we repeat
the analysis using the simulation in which the offsets from
nominal are multiplied by 5, the change in the reconstructed spectrum is still ∼1% of the 1σ statistical error. We
therefore conclude that the systematic errors due to relative
detector polarization angle offsets are negligible in our
analysis.
VII. CONCLUSION

Galactic dust contamination affects the rotation spectrum
measurement by producing an additional disconnected bias
and trispectrum induced by dust non-Gaussianity. While a
thorough estimation of these two effects requires a reliable
non-Gaussian dust simulation, the following evidence
demonstrates that our rotation spectrum measurement is
not significantly affected by Galactic dust:
(i) We estimate the rotation spectrum by repeating the
simulations with no dust and show that the change of
the spectrum is negligible compared to the statistical
uncertainties. This means that the additional disconnected bias by the Gaussian dust component is
negligible. Since the power of the non-Gaussian dust
is comparable to that of the Gaussian dust, the
impact of the non-Gaussian dust on the disconnected
bias would also be negligible.
(ii) To test the possible impact of dust, we tighten the cut
on large-scale B modes from 150 < l to 200 < l.
The results remain consistent with the null hypothesis.
(iii) The dust could also lead to nonzero cross-power
between the lensing and rotation maps. We crosscorrelate the reconstructed rotation angle with the
reconstructed lensing maps from BK14 shown in our
lensing paper [2] and also with the public Planck
2015 lensing maps [46]. The χ 2 PTEs of these crossspectra are 0.75 for α × κ BK14 and 0.63 for α × κP15.
We find the cross-spectrum to be consistent with zero.
These negative results suggest that the dust foreground
contamination is not significant in the reconstructed rotation spectrum.
In our analysis, the overall polarization angle is calibrated by minimizing the TB and EB spectra [1,19,31,47].
However, limited accuracy of relative detector polarization
calibration can also affect rotation spectrum measurements.
To test this, we generate a set of signal-only time-ordereddata (TOD) simulations in which the baseline detector
polarization angles are offset according to measured values
for Keck 2014 data (see Ref. [48] for details). We then

We present measurement of anisotropies of the CMB
polarization rotation angle using BK14 data and find that
the spectrum is in agreement with the null hypothesis (the
standard ΛCDM prediction). The 95% upper bound on the
amplitude of the scale-invariant rotation spectrum relevant
to the inflationary scenario is 0.33×10−4 ½rad2  ¼ 0.11 deg2 ,
which is approximately ten times better than the best
previous result [40]. The measured rotation spectrum is
used to constrain cosmic birefringence from axionlike
particles and Faraday rotation of PMFs. The constraint
presented in this paper tightens the allowed range of
the coupling constant for axionlike particles with ma ¼
10−33 –10−28 . At this mass range, the CMB polarization
rotation measurement is the best avenue to probe the
axionlike particles, and in the near future, CMB-S4 will
further tighten the allowed parameter space. We test
systematics in the measured rotation spectrum by 1) performing jackknife null tests, 2) cross-correlating with
gravitational lensing maps, and 3) evaluating the effect
of relative rotation angle offsets between detectors, finding
no spurious signals.
The anisotropic rotation angle is a unique probe of
parity-violating models, and its measurement is important
to test new physical theories of the early Universe. Future
CMB experiments such as the BICEP Array, Advanced
ACT, CMB-S4, LiteBIRD, Simons Array, and SPT-3G will
measure rotation angle anisotropies more precisely.
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